Juvenile nuisance - kids throwing stones, abusive behaviour and small amounts of vehicle damage on Arm 4. Juveniles are hanging around in groups of 15 or more which elderly residents find intimidating when peering through. No logs confirm the problem.

Location - from the analysis, where is the problem and how does it affect?
Stratford Road, Primrose Street, Delamare Place, Rialaai Squa & shop on Slum Lane. Affects local elderly residents who feel intimidated by the youths' numbers and presence. Also affects Angle shops where youths try to buy alcohol or cigarettes.

Intentions - What are we looking to do?
Reduce the numbers of the youths and direct them to an alternative location.

Partners - Details of those persons used and who assisted with the plan.
Angles shop,

RP Response Plan - Summary of the planned response
Re-education of youths and their parents. Videoing of youths' behaviour. Improvement to local play area. Press coverage of the rejuvenation program.

Response
Improvement to local play area - Ps Atherton is applying for funds to assist in this matter.

Assessment - Ongoing & Evaluation
Reduction in the number of youths, improvement in local tranquility. Also confirmation from residents and shop.

Final Result
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